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This paper investigates special congruences on R, (the L-algebra of partial regular trees) 
which extend congruences on Ez (the C-algebra of total regular trees). It is proved that if a 
congruence on Ez induces an iterative factor algebra, then so does its extension on R,. This 
result is used to show that if an iterative algebra admits a faithful regular extension, then that 
extension is again iterative. 
The least fixed point approach [l-3] and the unique fixed point approach [8] to 
the semantics of programming languages have been compared by Tiuryn [ 121 using 
the framework of universal algebras. In [ 121, Tiuryn proves the existence of 
extensions of algebras with the unique fixed point property (iterative algebras) to 
ordered algebras with the least fixed point property (regular algebras), extensions 
preserving the fixed-point solutions. These regular extensions need not in general be 
iterative [ 131. 
We will prove that if the extension is faithful (i.e., if no two elements of the original 
carrier are identified), then the extension is both iterative and regular. Then we will 
carry the idea of the proof one step further to prove the following: 
let K be a congruence on RX (the Z-algebra of total regular trees) 
inducing an iterative factor algebra and let K’ be an “extension” 
(in terms made precise later) of K in R, (the Z-algebra of partial 
regular trees). Then Rx/K’ is iterative. 
The notion of extension of a congruence K on R, is a natural one. Two (possibly 
partial) regular trees t, and t, are equivalent if they can be decomposed into two 
components, one containing the “bottom” element I (representing the undefined 
parts), identical for both t, and t,, and the other one consisting of an n-tuple of total 
regular trees, the n-tuple for t, K-congruent to the n-tuple for t,. Roughly speaking, 
these extensions reflect the idea that where the undefined parts occur is also a 
valuable piece of information. 
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The paper is divided into six sections. Section 1 establishes the basic notation and 
some preliminary lemmas on sets of words. Section 2 contains the definitions of 
iterative algebras, of regular algebras, and of z-trees. The main result (Theorem 3.4) 
is stated in Section 3 and a sketch of its proof is given there. Section 4 contains the 
details of the proof of Theorem 3.4. In Section 5, we use the main result to answer a 
question of Tiuryn’s on faithful extensions of iterative algebras. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Notation 1.0. w = { 1,2,...} is the set of positive integers and for every n > 0, 
[n] = {l,..., n}. 
The domain of a functionf: A + B is denoted by domf. We define kerf= {(a,, a,): 
a,, a2 E A and f(a,) =f(a,)}. Every f: A + B determines, for every II > 0, a map 
$: A” + B” given by S(a) = @(a,) ,..., f (a,)), for every a = (a, ,..., a,) in A”. We will 
use f to denote both 7 and J: 
Let A be a set, n > 0 and a E A”. For i E [n], the ith component of LI will be 
denoted by either a, or a(i). The map that associates with each vector of A” its ith 
component is denoted by el. 
If R is an equivalence relation on X, a E X and A E X, then la IR = {x E X: 
(a,x)ER} andA/R={laI,:aEA}. 
We will often omit the subscript R when this will cause no confusion. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let Z be an alphabet, i.e., a nonempty set, finite or infinite, of 
symbols. Denote by Z+ the set of nonempty words on Z and by I the empty word. 
Let Z* = Zt U {A). Given two words x and y in Z+, the catenation product of x and 
y is denoted by xy. 
Let A and B be subsets of Z*: AC denotes the complement of A. 
AB={wEZ*:w=xyforsomexEA,yEB}. 
A-‘B={wEZ*:awEBforsomeaEA}, 
A -mB = (A”)- ‘B for every positive integer m, 
BA-‘=(wEZ*: waEBforsomeaEA}. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let x, y E Z*. We say that x is an (initial) subword of y (in 
symbols x < y) if there exists a word z E Z* such that xz = y; x is a proper subword 
of y if in addition z # 1, i.e., x f y and x # y. In this case we write x < y. 
iw = (x E Z*: x < w} = the set of proper subwords of w. JA = u{&w: w E A}, 
~w=~wU{w}and~A=jAUA. 
Notice that lw is totally ordered. 
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LEMMA 1.3. For any subsets A, B of Z” 
(1) If A s B, then 1A G JR, 
(2) i(b) = -14 
(3) &A uB)= (kUJ(~B)~ 
(4) 164 nB)c (lA)n (1% 
(5) l(W =A(lWJ (b0 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let A be a set and R a binary relation on A. Two elements 
a, b E A are said to be incomparable with respect to R if (a, b) & R and (b, a) @ R. A 
subset B E A is totally unordered (relative to R) if every two distinct elements of B 
are incomparable. If B c A, B# will denote the set of all elements of A which are 
incomparable with every element of B. If B c Z* and R = <, it is easy to see that 
B#= (BZ*)’ n (1B)’ and that I cf B#. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let A G Z*. The following are equivalent: 
(i) A is totally unordered, 
(ii) A G (AZ+)‘, 
(iii) (iA> G A ‘. 
It follows directly from Lemma 1.5 that if B is a subset of a totally unordered set, 
then B is totally unordered. 
LEMMA 1.6. (i) IfA and B are totally unordered, then AB is totally unordered. 
(ii) Zf A is totally unordered and a E A” for some n > 0, then there exist unique 
elements a, ,..., a,EA such that a=a, . ..a.. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let A, B E Z*, n > 0 and m # n. Then 
(i) A’B s A#, 
(ii) A”A#n AmAe= 0. 
Proof: (i) Let a E A#, b E B, and a’ EA. If ab < a’, then a <a’ which is 
impossible by Definition 1.4. If a’ < ab, then either a’ < a or a < a’, and both are 
impossible by 1.4 again. Hence ab and a’ are incomparable. 
To prove (ii), assume without loss of generality that m > n. Suppose, for the sake 
of reaching a contradiction, that w E A”A”n A “A’Y Then A -“w E A”n A”-*A# 
contradicting A#c (AZ*)‘. 
Let Z be an alphabet and define REC(Z) to be the smallest class of subsets of Z* 
containing the empty set 0, Z, all finite subsets of Z*, and closed under finite union, 
catenation product and Kleene closure. 
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DEFINITION 1.8. Let Z be an alphabet and L 5 Z*. Define MIN(L) to be the set 
of minimal words of L, that is, 
MIN(L) = L n (LZ+)‘. 
It is known [7] that if L E REC(Z), then MIN(L) E REC(Z). 
Remarks 1.9. (1) MIN(L) = (2) if and only if 3, EL. 
(2) If L’ c L, then MIN(L) nL’ c MIN(L’). 
(3) MIN(LZ*) = MIN(L). 
(4) If 1 GS L and x E L, then 1x n MIN(L) # 0. 
(5) MIN(L) is totally unordered. 
(6) MIN(MIN(L)) = MIN(L). 
DEFINITION 1.10. Let R be any binary relation defined on a set A. A finite 
sequence a, ..a a, of elements of A is called an R-word if for every i = l,..., IZ - 1 
( ai, a,, ,) E R. Any sequence of length 1 is considered an R-word. 
The proof of the following well-known result can be found in [6]. 
THEOREM 1.11. If R is a binary relation defined on a j7nite set A containing a 
and b, then the set of all R-words beginning with a and ending with b is regular. 
COROLLARY 1.12. If R is Q binary relation defined on a finite set A and A’ s A, 
then the set of all R-words beginning with a word in A’ is regular. 
DEFINITION 1.13. Let (A@): 1 < i, j < n} be a (doubly indexed) family of finite 
sets of words over some alphabet. For every r > 1 and every w E [nlr, define A(w) = 
A(w( 1) w(2)) . . . A(w(r - 1) w(r)), w h ere w(k) is the kth component of w. For every 
i = l,..., n and every r > 1, define A(i, r) = U{A(iw): w E [nlr}. 
LEMMA 1.14. For every iE [n], both U{A(i, r): r> l} and U{U{A(iw)A(w(r))“: 
w E [n] ‘}: r > 1 } are regular sets. 
2. TREES AND ALGEBRAS 
In this section we summarize the main definitions and results concerning trees, 
iterative and regular algebras in order to establish our notation. For more details, we 
refer the reader to [ 1, 10, 111. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A signature (or ranked alphabet) z is a countable collection 
{z,,: n > O} of mutually disjoint sets. We will use the same symbol z to denote both 
{2T,:n>/O} and U{Z: “: n > 0). If z is a signature and Y a set, C(Y) denotes the 
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signature obtained by “adding” the elements of Y to the “constant symbols” of Z. 
Thus X(Y),, = Z,, U Y and Z(Y), = Z,, for n > 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let Z be a signature. A Z-algebra A is a set (the carrier) 
equipped with a collection {oA: u E C) of functions such that if u E Z,, then 
uA: A n -+ A. Let A and B be Z-algebras. A C-homomorphism f from A to B is a 
function f:A + B such that for every n 20, every GE Zc, and all (a ,,..., a,) E A”, 
m‘&, ,***, a,)> = ~Btf(~lLf@,)). 
A congruence relation on A is an equivalence relation K on A such that for every 
n > 0 and every u E Z,, if (ai, bi) E K for i = l,..., n, then (uA(ul ,..., a,), 
u,(b, ,..., b,)) E K- 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let Z be a signature. A Z-tree is a nonempty partial function 
t: o* + lJ (C,: n > 0) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) 1 dom t G dom t (in particular 1 E dom t), 
(2) for all u E w* and i E w, ui E dom t only if there exist n > 0 and u E C, 
such that i < n and t(u) = cr. 
If we replace “only if’ with “if and only if’ in (2), we obtain the definition of total 
Z-tree. A tree t is jkite if dom t is finite. 
We denote with CT, (resp. 7’,) the set of all (resp. finite total) C-trees. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let t be a Z-tree and let w E dom t. We denote by t r w the 
subtree of t determined by the “path” w. More precisely, dom(t r w) = (u E o*: 
wu E dom t) = w-‘(dam t) and for all u E dom(t r w), (t r w)(u) = t(w). 
It follows easily from the definition that if t is a Z-tree and xy E dom t, then 
(t r x) r y = t r xy. A tree is said to be regular or offinite index if {t f u: u E dom t) 
is finite. Denote by RX the set of all regular C-trees. 
If Y is any set, CT,(,, is a Z(Y)-algebra and, therefore a Z-algebra. Denote the Z- 
algebra by CT,(Y). We use zr(Y) and T,(Y) in a similar way. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let X = {x1, x2 ,... } be a countable set of “variables” disjoint 
from Z and for every n > 0, let X,, = {x i ,..., x,}. The elements of r&k’,) are called n- 
ary Z-polynomials. Let Y be a set and y E Y. Then y, denotes the tree in T,(Y) 
defined by dom y, = {A} and y=(A) = y. 
A polynomial p E T,(X,) is said to be ideal if for every j E [n], p # x,~ ; a vector 
q E 7’x(.X,Jm is ideal if every component is ideal. 
To simplify thEnotation, we will use 7’,(n) (resp. CT,(n), E&z)) instead of T&X,) 
(resp. CZ’,(X,), R,(X,,)). Since T,(Y) is the free Z-algebra generated by Y, given a EC- 
algebra A, we can define a derived operation tA: A” -+ A for each t E T,(n). (See [ 1, 
10, 111 for details.) 
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DEFINITION 2.6. Let t E CT,(n) and p = (p, ,..., p,) E CT:. The result of 
replacing xi with p, in each occurrence of xi in t for every i E [n], is denoted by t[p]. 
Specifically, if we let V, = t-*(x{), then dom(t[p]) = dom t U U{ Vi dompi: i E [n]} 
and 
t[Pl(u) = Q> if uEdomt-U {Vi:iE In]}, 
= P,(U) if u=wvE Vidompi. 
We will sometimes use t[ p1 ,...,pn ] for t[p]. It is a matter of routine to check that 
substitution is associative. 
Notice also that if u E Vi, then t[ p] r u =pi and if u E dom t, then (t r u)[ p] = 
tbl r u. 
DEFINITION 2.7 [ 121. A Z-algebra A is said to be iterative if for every n, k > 0 
and every ideal p E T,(n + k)” 
(i) for each a E A&, the equation x =pA(x, a) has a unique solution in A”, 
denoted by ( pA ) + (a); 
(ii) there exists an a E Ak such that (I, # e:(p,)+ (a). 
It is easy to see [ 121 that every Z-homomorphism between iterative algebras 
preserves solutions of fixed point equations. 
We now give a different characterization of regular trees. 
PROPOSITION 2.8 [4, 91. (1) Let t E CT, be ideal. If t is regular, then there 
exist n > 0 and an ideulp E T,(n)” such that t = ey(pcr,) +. 
(2) Let t E CT,. Then t is regular ifund only if 
(i) t - ‘(u) is empty for all but a finite number of CT E 22, 
(ii) t - ‘(0) is a regular set for every o E Z. 
For the remainder of this section, we will assume that all algebras A have ordered 
carrier with a least element, denoted by 1, or just 1. 
DEFINITION 2.9 [lo]. Let A be Z-algebra. A map) A” + A” is called algebraic if 
f(x)=pJ x, a ) f or some p E T,(n + k)” and a E Ak. Define L,= {f”(l,..., I): n > O}. 
A subset B of A is called an iteration if there exist n > 0 and an algebraic map 
f: A” -+ A” such that B = e:(L,). 
DEFINITION 2.10 [lo]. An ordered C-algebra A is regular if for every n > 0 and 
every algebraic map fi A” + A” we have 
(i) f(.L,..., 1) <f(x) for every x E A”, 
(ii) L, has a least upper bound in A”, 
(iii) f(sup L,) = sup L,. 
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A is an ordered regular X-algebra if (i) is replaced by the stronger requirement that 
every Z-operation be monotonic. 
It is easy to see that if f(x) =pa (x, a) for some a in Ak and p E 7’,(n + k)“, then 
sup ~5~ is the least solution of x =pA(x, a). We denote sup Lf by (~~)‘(a). 
If A and B are regular Z-algebras, a mapf: A -+ B is a regular homomorphism if it 
is a Z-homomorphism such thatf(l,) = I, and for every iteration E in A there is an 
iteration E’ in B such that f(E) c E’ and f(sup E) = supf(E). 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let Z: be a signature, Y a set and 1 6? Y. Let R,(Y) = 
i?JYU {I)) and define on R,(Y) a partial order ( as follows: 
t < t’ if and only if t’ is obtained from t by replacing some occurrences of I with 
elements of R,(Y). 
Then R,(Y) is a C-algebra where the carrier is a poset with least element 1. 
FACT 2.12 [ 121. Since R,(Y) (resp. R,(Y)) is the free iterative (resp. regular) 
algebra on Y, we can define derived operations t, for every t E R,(n) (resp. 
t E R,(n)) in each iterative (resp. regular) z-algebra. 
3. MAIN RESULT AND OUTLINE OF ITS PROOF 
The next result gives a necessary condition for a congruence on regular trees to 
induce an iterative factor algebra. This condition will be used to prove that the 
extension of a congruence is, in fact, a congruence and to prove Case I of the main 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 [ 171. Let Y be any set and K a congruence relation on R,(Y). Zf 
Rz(Y)/K is iterative, then K is closed under substitution. 
Ifq E Es(n) and (ri, st) E K, for i E [n], then (q[r], q[s]) E K. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A subset K’ of R,(Y) xR,(Y) is an extension of a C- 
congruence K on kz(Y) if K’ = {(q[r], q[s]): q E R,(n), (ri, si) E K for i E [n]}, 
where r = (r i ,..., r,) and s = (s ,,..., s,,). Notice that K&K’. 
K’ 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [ 171. Let K’ be an extension of K. Zf R,(Y)/K is iterative, then 
is a -?I-congruence relation on R,(Y). 
Proof: If Rs(Y)/K is iterative, then K is closed under substitution. This is used to 
prove that K’ is transitive, by a proof similar to that of Proposition 6.3 in [ 121. The 
verification that the other conditions are satisfied is straightforward. Denote by (1 t 1) 
the K/-equivalence class of t. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Zf K’ is an extension of K and Kz(Y)/K is iterative, then 
R,(Y)/K’ is iterative. 
ProoJ To prove that R,(Y)/K’ is iterative, let p E T,(n + k)“, a E R,(Y)k and 
consider 
(1) x=PRr~yd~~ Il4l)~ 
We have to prove that (1) has a solution in R,(Y)/K’ and that this solution is 
unique. 
Existence. Since R,(Y) is iterative, x =P~~(,,)(x, a) has a solution t and therefore 
(1) has a solution in R,(Y)/K’, namely, (( t (1. 
Uniqueness. In this section we give only a sketch of this part of the proof, 
deferring the details until Section 4. Let both (]]z: I],..., lizAl]) and (I]zf I],..., ]1zz]]) be 
solutions of (1) in R,(Y)/K’. Selecting representatives of each equivalence class, we 
have 
(1) 41[sfl =Pi[41[r;],...,q:,[r~], al, 
(2) 4y[s;‘] =Pi[4:‘[rl’]Y*.Y 4i[ri], al, 
(3) G-f, 8;) E K 
(4) (rl’, sl’) E K, 
where q; E Rz(m;), qf’ E R,(mj’), r;, s; E xx(Y)mi, ~jl, sr E Ez(Y)“i’ and 11q;[s(](l = 
II4 IL 114;‘bf’IIl = IIGII. 
The proof will be divided into two parts, according to whether a G R,(Y)’ or not. 
If a ERr(Y)‘, we will use Proposition 3.1 to show that (q;[sf], q;[sr]) E K’ for 
every i E [nIlIf a &R,(Y)‘, then, for each i E [n], we will find Mi E o, qi E R&M,) 
and tf, t; E R,(Y)“i such that 
(9 qiLfll =41[sI], 
(ii) qi[t;‘] = q;[s[], and 
(iii) (t;, tf’) E K. 
The details are contained in the next section. 
4. PROOF OF UNIQUENESS 
4.0. For all i E [n] and j E [n + k], let N(Q) =p;‘(xJ and H(i) = U(H(ij): 
jE bl). 
First, we can assume, for the remainder of our discussion, that for every j, 
n <j < n + k, there is an i E [n] such that H(ij) # 0. If this is not the case, we can 
“relabel” the variables corresponding to the “parameters” to obtain a 
p’ E T,(n + k - 1)” equivalent to p. Furthermore, we can restrict our attention to 
irreducible vectors p, that is, to vectors satisfying the condition that for every 
i, j E [n], there exists a w E [n] * such that H(iwj) # 0. 
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It can be shown [ 14, 161 that if every irreducible vector p has a unique fixpoint 
solution, then everyp has a unique fixpoint solution. 
Before discussing the two cases mentioned in Theorem 3.4, we need a few notations 
and preliminary lemmas. 
DEFINITION 4.1. For each iE [n], let 
D,! = dom q;, 0;’ = dom q[, D,=D;17Dl’, 
v; = 4; -‘(&,), vy = 4;’ - ‘(x,,), 
vi= v;u vf’, 
Bf = q; -l(1), By =q;-‘(L), 
E, = {z E Di: q;(z) = q/(z)}. 
LEMMA 4.2. For every i, j E [n] 
(a) H(ij) and H(i) are totally unordered, 
(b) V; G D,f, V/ G 0;’ and both Vi and V/ are totally unordered 
(c) for every 24 E H(ij), 
q;ls;l r u=qj[r;J, 
qf[s;] r 24 = qy[r;], 
u dom q; [r;] E dom qi [s,l], 
u dom qj” [ r/] E dom qf’[s/], 
(d) for every u E (H(i) ox)’ 
qf[sf](u) = q;[sf’](u). 
LEMMA 4.3. For every i,j E [n] 
(a) B; = q,! -‘[r;](l) = q; -‘(s;](l), 
(b) H(ij) B; c B;, 
(c) for every m > 0 and w E [n]“‘, H(iwj) B; E BI, 
(d) H(g)-’ B; E B;, 
(e) for every m > 0 and w E [n]“, H(iwj)-’ B; C Bj, 
(f) fftij)tlB;) c 14, 
(g) H(ij) -‘(lB;) c IBi’. 
Similar statements hold with q;‘, r/, s/‘, B;‘, and B;’ replacing q;, ri, sf, B$, and Bj, 
respectively. 
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Proof (a) Let z E Bf. Then q;(z) = 1. By Definition 2.6, z E dom qi[rf ] and 
q;[rf l(z) = 1. Hence B; c q; [rj] -‘(I). To prove the opposite inclusion, let 
qi[r;](z) = 1. By 2.6, either z E 0; and q;(z) = 1, or there exist jE [m;] and 
U, u E o* such that z = utr, q;(u) =x, and q;[r;](z) = r;(u). The latter alternative is 
impossible since r; E Rx(Y). Hence q;(z) = 1 and z E B;. 
The proof that B; = q; [s;] -‘(I) is similar. 
(b) Let z E Bj and u E H(g). By (a), q,![rj](z) = I and by Lemma 4.2, 
qf [sf](uz) = 1. By (a) again, uz E Bf. 
The proof of the other statements is similar. 
case I. a E R,(Y)? 
Lemma 4.4 shows that the solution of the fixed-point equation x =pRL.&x, a) is a 
total tree if and only if the parameter a is total. 
LEMMA 4.4. The following are equivalent: 
(1) a 4. R,(W 
(2) Bi # 0for some i E [n], 
(3) B; # 0for every i E [n], 
(4) B,!’ # 0fir some i E [n], 
(5) B; # 0for every iE [n]. 
ProoJ It is sufficient to prove the equivalence of (I), (2), and (3). 
(1) =S (2) If a E R,(Y)k - Kx(Y)k, then there exist j E [k] and z E w* such that 
a,(z) = 1. By 4.0, there exist i E [n] such that H(i(n +j)) # 0. Let y E H(i(n +j)). 
Then q;[s;](yz) =pr[qi[ri],..., qL[r;], a](yz) = a,(z) = 1. Hence yz E BI. 
(2) =P (3) By Lemma 4.3 and the fact that p is irreducible, B; # 0 for every 
iE [n]. 
(3) =S (1) Now assume that B; # 0 for every i E [n] and let z be a word of 
minimal length in lJ{Bf: i E [n]}. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 
zEB;. By Lemma 4.3 pl[q;[r;],..., qA[rA], a](z) = 1. By Definition 2.6, there are 
three mutually exclusive cases: 
Case 1. z E domp, and p,(z) = 1. This cannot happen, since p E T,(n + k)“. 
Case 2. There exist u, u E w* and j E [n] such that z = UV, u E H(V) and 
qi[r;](v) = 1. Then u E Bj and u # 1 because p is ideal. This contradicts the 
minimality of the length of z. 
Case 3. There exist j E [k] and u, u E o* such that z = uu, u E H( l(n +j)) and 
a,(v) = 1. Then aj e Rx(Y) and this implies that a & EZ(Y)k. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Zf a E Ez(Y)k, then (q;[s;], q;[sr]) E K’ for every i E [n]. 
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ProoJ Immediate from Lemma 4.4, Definition 3.2, and Proposition 3.3. 
Case II. a 6 R,(Y)! 
We first show that no variable can occur on the “H-paths.” 
LEMMA 4.6. For every i E [n] 
(1) Vi f7 (lH(i)) = 0, 
(2) V/ f-7 (lH(i)) = 0, 
(3) for every m > 0 and w E [nlm, V; n H(iw)(@(w(m))) = 0, 
(4) for every m > 0 and w E [nlm, V[ n H(iw)(lH(w(m))) = 0, 
(5) VinJ(U{H(iw):m>O,wE [n]m})=O. 
Proof The proof of (1) and (2) is somewhat simpler than the proof of (3) and 
can be derived from it. 
(3) Suppose, looking for a contradiction, that there exist m > 0, j E [ml], 
w E [nlm, y E H(iw), and u E &(w(m)) such that qf(yu) = xj. Since v’E @(w(m)), 
there exists u E w * such that VU E H(w(m)) and hence yuu E H(iw) H(w(m)) = H(iw) 
~UE(~~w(m)j’):j E [n])). Let j’ be such that yuu E H(iw)H(w(m)j’) and let 
I. Then yvuz E Bf by Lemma 4.3. This contradicts the assumption that 
rj E kz(Y)“‘. 
The proof of (4) is direct by symmetry and (5) follows from (3) and (4). 
LEMMA 4.7. For every iE [n], m > 0 and w E [n]“’ 
(a) dom qf [rf ] n H(j)#c (0; - Vi) u (V; n H(j)? co*, 
(b) dom q,f [r;] n H(iw) H(w(m))# s (0; - Vi) U (Vi’ n H(iw) H(w(m))#) w*. 
Similar statements hold with sj replacing ri and when qf’, r:, sf’, Dr, and Vi 
replace q;, r;, s;, D;, and Vi’, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.8. For every iE [n], m > 0 and w E [nlm, @Z(i) GE, and 
H(iw)(@(w(m))) c Ei * 
proof. The proof is by induction on m, with the first inclusion providing the base 
(m = 0) of the induction. Let u E &(i). Then by Lemma 4.2, qj [s;](u) = q![s;](~) 
and, by Lemma 4.6, u E Di - Vi. Therefore q;(u) = qi [s:](v) = qf’[s/](u) = q;‘(v) and 
thus vEE,. 
Now assume the lemma true for m and let z E H(iw)(@(w(m + 1))) for some 
m+ l wE [n] . Let j = w( 1) and define y E [n] m by y(k) = w(k + 1). Then there exist 
ZJ E H(g), U’ E H(jy) and v E lH(w(m + 1)) = &(y(m)) such that z = UU’U. BY the 
inductive hypothesis, u’u E Ej and furthermore q;[sf](z) = qj [rj](u’v> = qj(u’u) = 
q;‘(u’v) = qT[r;‘](u’u) = q;‘[s;‘](z). S ince z E dom q,! [s;], either z E 0; - V; or there 
exists v’ <z such that v’ E Vi. The latter cannot occur since v’ <z and 
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z E H(iw)(lH(w(m))) imply that u’ E @( i, m + l), which contradicts Lemma 4.6. 
Therefore z E D,! - Vi. Similarly z E D/ - V/. Hence qf(z) = q,! [s;](z) = qr [s/](z) = 
q;(z). 
COROLLARY 4.9. For every i E [n], l(lJ{H(i, r): r > 0) G El. 
The previous corollary shows that along all possible “H-paths” starting with H(i), 
qf and q; agree. These H-paths will be part of the domain of qi and, for words on 
these H-paths, we will define qi to have the common values of qf and q;. 
DEFINITION 4.10. For every i E [n], let Li,O = Di nH(i)# and for every m > 0, 
Li,m = Di n (U{H(iw) H(w(m))#: w E [n]“‘}) and Vi,, = Li,, n Vi. 
LEMMA 4.11. For every i E [n] and m > 0 
(l) Li,m c (Vi,mco+)c9 
t2) vi,m is totally unordered. 
DEFINITION 4.12. For every i E [n] and m > 0, let 
V;,0 = V; n H(i)#, V;I, = Vy n H(i)#, 
Vf,m = Vi n 
( 
(J {H(iw) H(w(m))#: w E [n]“} , 
1 
V[, = V/ n 
( 
U {H(iw) H(w(m))#: w E [nlm} , 
) 
Gi,, = MIN(H(i, m)-‘(V,l,, U V/J), 
Wt.0 = Gi.0 and Wi,m+l =MIN (Gi,m+l’J(U IGj,k:je [WE M)). 
Ti,, = Wi,, n H(i)#n Di, 
Ti,m = (U {H(iw)(Wi,, nH(w(m))#): w E [n]“}) n Di. 
It is easy to see that for every i E [n] and m > 0, G,,, and W,,, are totally unor- 
dered and T,,, G L,,, and that for everyjE [n], W, ,,,c- Wj,,,+,co*. 
In defining ql, we want to take the “common par;” of qi and q/. In cutting at the 
m th level (T,,,), we want the cutting points to be not only in D,! and D/, but also no 
further from the H-paths corresponding to i than all the cutting points at the 
(n - 1)th level of all H-paths. 
LEMMA 4.13. For every i E [n] and m > 0 
(1) Vt.0 5 (Gi,,m*)nDi9 
(2) Vi,, G (H(i, m) Gt,,a*) n Di, 
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(3) (VinD,)o+ nH(i)#= V,,oO+, 
(4) (vlnD,)o+ n {qi~)H(~(m))#: WE [t2]y = v-~,~o+. 
ProoJ Again we prove only (2) and (4). 
(2) Vi,,, C H(i, m)(H(i, m)-’ V;,,) and V&,, E H(i, m)(H(i, m)-’ V/J imply, by 
Definition 1.8, that H(i, m)-‘(I’,),, u V&J s Gi,,o*. Therefore Vi,, = Din Vi n 
(U {H(iw) H(w(m))“: w E [nlm}) G D, n H(i, m) Gi,m~*. 
(4) By Definition 4.10, V,,m~+ ~(V~nD,)cu+ n(U{H(iw)H(~(m))#o+: 
w E [nlm}). By Lemma 1.7, H(iw) H(w(m))“o + c H(iw) H(w(m))X. Therefore, 
?'i,mW+ ~(Vin Di)w+ n(iJ{H(iw)H(w(m))#: WE [nlm}>. 
To prove the opposite inclusion, let z be an element on the left side of (4). Then 
there exist w E [n] m, u E H(iw), u E H(w(m))#, and y E V, n Di such that z = uv and 
y < z. By Lemma 4.6, there exists V’ < u, U’ E H(w(m))# such that y = uu’. Thus 
UU’ < z and UU’ E Vi n D, n H(iw) H(w(m))#s Vi,, . Therefore z E Vi,mw +. 
LEMMA 4.14. For every i E [n] and m > 0 
(4 Ti,m is totally unordered, 
(b) Ti,, s D, n H(i)” n (T,,,w+)’ and Ti,m E Di n (U{H(iw)H(w(m))#: 
WE blm))n (Ti,mw+)c, 
(c) fir everyjE [n], H(ij) T,,m c Ti,m+lW** 
ProoJ: (a) Since W,,, and H(w(m))# are totally unordered, W,,, n H(w(m))# is 
totally unordered. Then H(iw)( W,,, n H(w(m))#) is totally unordered, by 
Lemma 1.6, since every H(ij) is. Finally, H(i, m) is totally unordered and therefore 
Ti m E (J{H(iw) H(w(m))“: w E [n]“} is totally unordered. 
(b) Follows directly from Definition 4.12, (a), and Lemma 1.5. 
(c) H(u) Tj,m = lJ{H(ij) H(jw)(Wj,, n H(w(m))X): w E [nlm} n N(ij) Dj G 
U IHtiY)( Wi,m+ I o*nH(y(m+ l))iCw*):yE [n]m+‘}nDi~*=Ti,m+,w*. 
LEMMA 4.15. For every iE [n] and m>O 
(l) vi,m E Tf,mw*, 
(2) 4Ti.m t 1 n WI V/,m = 0, 
(3) H(ij)-l((T~,mt,~t)C~ (T~,m~tlc* 
We now show that the “cuts” (T,,,) have been carried out properly and that q; and 
q;’ agree for all the words which are incomparable with the cutting points. 
LEMMA 4.16. For every iE [n], m > 0 and w E [nlm 
(a) (0; U 0;) n H(i)#f? (Ti,O~+)c c Ei, 
(b) (0; u 0;) nH(iw)H(w(m))Xn (Ti,m,+)c 5 E,. 
ProoJ (a) Let z E 0; nH(i)#n (Ti,Owt)c. Then, by Lemma 4.2, q;(z) = 
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q;(sj](z) = qf[s/](z). By Lemma 4.7, either z ED/ - V/, in which case q/(z) = 
41’bW) = 4;t z 1 , or there exists u < z such that u E V[ nH(i)? But the latter case 
would give us a contradiction, since it implies that u E 0; n 0; n H(i)#n V/ G T,,, 
contrary to the choice of z. Hence z E E,. By symmetry of the roles of 0; and Dy, 
the statement is proved. 
(b) The proof is by induction on m, with (a) providing the base step. Assume the 
statement true for m, any Jo [n] and every y E [n]“’ and let z E 0; nH(iw) 
H(w(m + l))#n (Ti,m+,~+)c for some w E [n] m+‘. Letj= w(l) and defineyE [nlm 
by y(k) = w(k + 1) for every k E [ml. Then z = UU’U for some u E H(ij), U’ E H(jy) 
and u E H(y(m))#. By Lemma 4.7, U’U E (Dj - Vj) U (Vj f7 H(jy) IQ(m))? w ’ 
and thus either U’U E Dj - Vj or there exists u’ < u such that U’U’ E Vj n H(jy) 
H(y(m))#. The latter cannot occur because U’U’ E H(ij)-‘(Ti,,,+ ,a+)’ c (Tj.mO*)c, 
which implies, (b) the inductive hypothesis, that U’U’ E 0; n H(jy) H(y(m))“n 
(Tj,,,w +)= G Ej s. 0;. But then U’U’ E Dj n 0; n H(jy) H(y(m))#n Vj’ c Vj,,, E 
Tj,,o* and therefore uu’v E Ti,,,+,co*, contrary to the choice of z. 
(1) Therefore U’V E Dj - V;. 
NOW z E (Ti,m+l CO+)’ implies U’V E (Tj,mo*)c by Lemma 4.15 and hence U’V E 
Dj nW.@) 4W)“n CT’., CO’)~ E Ej by the inductive hypothesis. In particular 
U’V E Dy. Then, by Lemma 4.7, either UU’U E Df’ - V/ or there exists u’ ( u such 
that UU’V’ E Vi” n H(iw) H(w(m + l))#. If the latter holds, then z&v E Di n V; n 
H(iw)H(w(m + 1))“~ Vi,m+l and thus UU’V E T,,,, ,o*, which again contradicts 
the choice of z. 
(2) Therefore UU’V E D,!’ - V/. Finally 
q;(z) = qf(uu’u) = qf[s;]( uu’u) = qj [rJ(u’u) = q@‘u) = q;(u’v) 
= q;[rJ(u’u) = q~[sf’](z4u’u) = q[‘(uu’u) = q;‘(z). 
Therefore z E Ei. By symmetry of the roles of 0; and Df, the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
Next, observe that, since r,!, sf E R,(Y)“‘;, we have, for every i E [n], 
Similarly with ’ replacing ‘. 
We are now ready to show that none of the cutting points has separated bottom 
elements from the H-paths. 
LEMMA 4.17. For every i E [n], every m > 0 and every z E T,., 
4; 1s: I r z E R,(Y) and 4;‘b;l r z E Km. 
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Proof: The proof for m = 0 is straightforward using Lemma 4.2 and 
Definition 4.12. We can then assume that m > 0. Let z E Ti,,. Then, by 4.12, z E Di 
and there exist w E [nlm, u E H(iw) and v E W,,, n H(w(m))# such that z = UU. 
Then either u E H(j, k)-‘(V,!,,U VjllJ for some jE [n] and k E [m - 11, or 
vEH(i,k)-‘(V~,kUV~k) for some kE [ml. 
We can assume that u E H(i, k))’ V;,k ; the other three cases are dealt with in a 
similar way. By choice of v, there exist w’ E [n]“-’ and U’ E H(iw’) such that 
w’(k - 1) = w(m) and U’V E Vi,k. Thus there is a j, E [mf] such that qj(u’v) =Xjo 
and 
4; [s;] r 24’~ = s;~ E R,(Y). (1) 
Now suppose, looking for a contradiction, that ql[s;] r z 4 R,(Y). Then, for some 
Y E u*, 4; [sl I(v) = 1, i.e., zy E B;. By Lemma 4.3, vy E H(iw)-’ Bi c Bk,,, and 
u’vy E H(iw’) B L(m) E B; contradicting (1). Similarly, if qf [s;] r z & R,(Y), then let 
y be such that q;[s;‘](zy) = 1. Then vy E H(iw)-’ By G B$,, and vy E H(w(m))#. 
But, by Lemma 4.2, qf’[s;](vy) = q; [s;](vy) and therefore vy E B:,,, . Again 
u’vy E B; contradicts (1). 
Let {g;:jE [&I} and {g$j E [Icy]} be the sets of all distinct subtrees of ql[slj 
and q;[s;‘], respectively. Define Mi = kl . k: and identify [Mi] with [k[] X [kj’]. 
We are now in a position to define, for every i E [n], qil ti and ty such that 
4i E RAM,) (4.18.1) 
t;, t(’ E R,(Yp, (4.18.2) 
qi[tf ] = 4f [s,]Y (4.18.3) 
sip;] = q1’[s(‘\, (4.18.4) 
and 
lt;I=Itl’I. (4.18.5) 
DEFINITION 4.19. For every i E [n], let Ti = U{ Ti,m: m > 0) and define dom qi = 
&(I’) U l(tJ{H(i,r):r > 0)) U Ti U tJ{(Df UD;l) n H(i)” n (Ti,,W+)c} u 
U{(D; UD;) n H(iw)H(w(m))#n (Ti,mw+)f: m > 0, w E [nlm}. 
DEFINITION 4.20. To complete the definition of qi, let z E dom qi. 
Case 1. z = &(i)U l(U{H(I’, r): r > 0)). By Corollary 4.9, z E E,. Define 
41(z) = s;(z)* 
Case 2. ~E(Di’u~;)n~(i)#n(T~,~o+)~ or z E (D/uD/)nH(iw)H(w(m))# 
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n (Ti,m~t)c for some m > 0 and wE [nlm. By Lemma4.16, z GE,. Again let 
41(z) = q;(z). 
Case 3. z E Ti,,, for some m 2 0. By Lemma 4.17, there exist j’ E [kl] and 
j” E [k;] such that 41 [s:] r z = g;, and &’ [S/I r z = gii,,. Define qi(Z) = Xfj,,j,,). 
It is not too hard to check that qi satisfies Definition 2.3. 
DEFINITION 4.21. We now define t\ and t/ componentwise as follows: let 
(j’,j”) E [Mi]. If q;l(X(j’ j,,) ) = 0, then let tf(j’,j”) = tr(j’,j”) be arbitrary in 
R,(Y). (See Notation 1.0.) If q; ‘(x(~,,~,,,) # 0, then let t;(j’,j”) = g;, and t;(j’,j”) = 
g&. It is clear that (4.18.2) is satisfied. 
We now prove (4.18.3); the proof for (4.18.4) is similar. Let z E dom qi[ti]. Then 
either z E dom qi - Tie*, in which case z E Ei and qi[tl](~) = qi(Z) = q;(z) = 
q; [s;](z), or z E dom qi n (Ti,,,o*) for some m > 0. In this case, let u E Ti,m be 
such that u <z; then, by definition of tf, qi[t;] r u = qi[s;] r u and in particular 
qiltfltz> =41[si’l(z)* 
Now let z E dom q,![s;]. By Lemma 4.7, there are three mutually exclusive cases: 
Case 1. z E 0; 19 l(I-Z(i)U H(i, r)) for some r > 0. In this case ql[s;](z) = 
q;(z) = qi(z) = qi[tl](z) by Definitions 4.20(l) and 2.6. 
Case 2. Either z E (0: - Vi) nH(iw) N(w(m))# for some m > 0 and w E [n]“’ 
or z E (0; - Vi) n H(i)< We will consider the former possibility; the latter is 
similar. 
If z E (Ti,m~*)c, then, by Definition 4.20(2), q,![s;](z) = q;(z) = qi(z) = q,.[t;](z). 
Otherwise, if z E Ti,,,o*, let u E T,,, be such that u < z. By Definition 4.21, 
41 [sl I r u = 4iitl I r u and in particular q[[sl](z) = qi[tl](z). 
Case 3. Either z E (V; n H(iw) H(w(m))#) o* for some m > 0 and w E [nlm or 
z E (v; n H(i)? 0 *. Again we only consider the former case. Let u E Vi n H(iw) 
H(w(m))# be such that u < z. Since u E (Ti,mo*)c would contradict Lemma 4.15, we 
inn;: iave u E Ti,,U*. But then z E Ti,,W* and therefore qi[tl](z) = &[s~](z) as in 
To prove (4.185) componentwise, define for every i E [n], j’ E [k;] andj” E [k;] 
mu,(j’,j”) = the smallest integer m such that ql(z) = x(~,,~,,) for some z E Ti,,. If 
mu,(j’,j”) is not defined, then q;‘(~,~,,~,,,) = 0, in which case ti(j’, j”) = t/(j’, j”) 
and there is nothing to prove. The proof of (4.185) is by induction on mz+(j’, j”). 
Base mu,(j’, j”) = 0. Let z E T,,, be such that qr(z) = x~~,,~,,). Since Ti,, G H(i)#, 
by Lemma4.2 we have ti(j’,j”)=g;,=q;[s[] r z =q;[s;] r z =g&,= t;(j’,j”) and 
therefore 1 t;( j’, j”)] = ] t;‘( j’, j”)]. 
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Inductive step. Assume the claim true for all i E [n],j, E (k;] andj, E [k;J such 
that mu,(j, ,jJ < m + 1 and let mu,(j’,j”) = m + 1. Choose z E Ti,,,+ , so that 
q,(z) = XCj’ it,) * Then zEH(iw)H(w(m t l))#for some wE [nlm+‘. Define yE [n]” 
by y(k) = k(k t 1) and let j = w(l). Then z = UU’V for some u E H(ij), U’ E H(iy) 
and v E H(v(m))#. Now 
(1) ti(j’,j”) = qi[t;] f z = q;[s;] r UU’V = q,!‘[r;] r U’V, and 
(2) t/(j’,jn) = q,[t;‘] r z = q;[sj’] r ~24’21 = q;[r;‘] r U’V. 
By Lemmas 4.13 and 4.15, U’V E dom qj[rj] implies U’V ED;; similarly U’V E 0;. 
So let 4; = q; r U’V and # = q;’ r u’v. By Definition 4.19, U’V E dom q, and so let 
& = q, r U’V. Then by Definition 2.6 
(3) qj[tj] = qj[tj] r U’V = qj[Sj] r U’V = #[[sj], 
(4) (ri[l;‘l =qj[tjlll r U’V = qjqs,y] r 24’~ = q;[+], 
(5) Ir;[r;l =q;[r;l r u’v = t;(j’,j”), by (l), 
(6) #‘;‘[$‘I = qj’[$‘l r u’v = t;(j’,j”), by (2). 
Since 1 rj ] = 1s; ] and ] $I= 1s;’ I, by Proposition 3.1 we have 
(7) I~;[~;11 = Ic7;b;l19 and 
(8) @[rj’]( = I$‘[sj’]l. 
Now notice that dom 4/ c Z-Z(jy) H(y(m))# implies that if q; ‘(X~j, ,j2j) # 0, then 
mu,(j, ,jz) < m + 1. We can therefore apply the inductive hypothesis to all the 
components of tj and tj” appearing in &[tj ] and ~ji[ TV 1. Thus 
(9) Iq,;[tj]] = ]qJcy]l, by Proposition 3.1. 
Finally 
I tl(j’,j”)l by (5) 
= I~;[rj’II by (7) 
= I@i’II by (3) 
= I~jPill by (9) 
= l~j[t~ll by (4) 
= Iqy[s;]I by (8) 
= IqjJ[ri”]l by (6) 
= I ff(j’,j”)l. 
In view of Definition 4.20, to prove (4.18.1) it is sufficient to show that qi is a 
regular tree. We will use the characterization of Proposition 2.8. 
By Lemma 4.2, q;‘(y) is nonempty only if either y E XM, or ql -i(y) is nonempty. 
Hence q;‘(y) is empty for all but a finite number of elements of Z UXMi. We only 
need to show that q1 satisfies Proposition 2.8(2)(ii). 
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LEMMA 4.22. For every i E [n], let N; E o be such that for every t > 0 and every 
u E H(i, r), there exist m < N; and v E H(i, m) such that qi r u = qi f v. Define Ni 
similarly. Let N1 = sup{N;, N;‘) and N = sup{Ni: i E [n]}. Then, for every i E [n] and 
r > N, G,,,E U{G,,,o*:m=O ,..., N}. 
Proof. Let z E G,,,. Then there exists w E H(i, r) such that wz E Vi,, U V&. By 
definition of N,, there exist m < N, and v E H(i, m) such that either q; 1 w = q[ r v or 
q;rw=q;rv. In either case, vz E v;,, u V;Im and therefore 
z E (Z-Z(i, m)-‘(Vi u V/)) C_ Gi,,w*. 
LEMMA 4.23. For every i E [n] 
(a) Wi,, = WiqN for every m > N; 
@I Wi,m is a regular set for every n; 
(cl Ti = U tT,,m: m > 0) is a regular set. 
ProoJ: (a) Let z E W,,,. Then, by Lemma 4.22, z E (lJ(Gi,R: k = 0 ,..., N, 
i E [n]}) o*. If z E (lJ{G,,k: k = 0 ,..., N, i E [n]}) w+, then there exists y < z such 
that y E U {G,,,: k = O,..., N,iE [n]}EG,,,UU{G,,,:k=O ,..., m- 1,iE [n]}~ 
wi,mw** Hence z E Wi+,,co+, which contradicts Definition 4.12. Therefore 
z E (U(Gl,k: k = 0 ,..., N, i E [n]}) and, by Remark 1.9, z E W,,,,. 
(b) Since q; and q/ are regular trees, V;,, and V,f’,, are regular sets. Then, by 
Definition 1.8, G,,, is regular and therefore W,,, is regular. 
CC> BY (b>l Ti.0 is regular since D, is regular and H(i) is finite. Hence it is 
sufficient to consider lJ{ Ti,,,: m > O}. Then 
U {Ti,m: m > 0) 
= Di n u {H(iw)( W,,,, n H(w(m))#): m > 0, w E [n]“} 
=D,n 
( 
u {H[iw)(W,,, n H(w(m))?:m >N,wE [nlm} 
u u {H(iw)(W,,, n H(w(m))#): m = 0 ,..., N, w E [n]“} 
) 
= D, n 
((( 




0 (H(iw)H(w(m))‘: m > N, w E [nlm} 
1) 
U u {H(iw)( W,,, n H(w(m))#): m = O,..., N, w E [n]“)). 
571/21/2-b 
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The result now follows since a finite union and a catenation product of regular sets 
is regular and from (b) and Lemma 1.14. 
Finally, let x~~,,~,,) E XM,. By Definition 4.20, qi(z) = xtj, j,,) if and only if z E ri, 
q;[sf] r z =g& and q/[s;] r z =g$. Hence q,:l(.x,i,,j,:,)= Tin {u: q;[s;] r ZJ = 
g;,} n (u: qf’[sf’] r u = g;,,} and therefore, by Lemma 4.23 and the result stated in the 
Appendix, q; ‘(xo, Jr,,> is regular. 
z E dom qi[t;] and ; @ Tiw 
For every y E Z, qi(z) =y if and only if 
*. Hence q;l(y) = q,[tf]-‘(y) n (Tim*)’ and this set is 
regular since qi[t;] = qi[sf] is a regular tree. This completes the proof that qi is a 
regular tree. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
Iterative algebras deal with unique fixed points, while regular algebras deal with 
least fixed points. It is possible to extend the carrier of an iterative Z-algebra A to 
obtain a regular Z-algebra A, in such a way that for every system of ideal fixed point 
equations, the unique solution in A is also the least solution in A,. 
DEFINITION 5.1. An iterative Z-algebra A admits a regular extension if there 
exist a regular Z-algebra A, and o: A + A, such that: 
(i) p 0 (pA)+ = (p,+)” 0 p for everyp E T,(n + k)“, 
(ii) for every regular algebra B and homomorphismf: A + B satisfying (i) with 
f replacing (a, there is a unique regular homomorphism f *: A, --t B such that 
f*0lp=f: 
The pair (AR, p) is called a regular extension of A. An algebra A admits a faithfur 
regular extension if A admits a regular extension (AR, p) with o injective. 
Comments. Condition (i) is the correspondence between unique fixed-point and 
least fixed-point. Condition (ii) is the requirement that the construction from A to A, 
be “universal.” It also guarantees the uniqueness, up to regular isomorphism, of 
regular extensions. 
We will now use Theorem 3.4 to answer a question asked by Tiuryn. In [ 121, he 
proves that every iterative algebra A admits a regular extension (AR, (p) and gives an 
example of an iterative algebra which does not admit a faithful regular extension. He 
then raises the question of whether A, is again iterative. A negative answer, in the 
nonfaithful case, is given in [ 131. We will show that if v, is one-to-one, then A, is 
always iterative. We first need the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 [ 181. Let A and B be iterative Z-algebras and let h: A -+ B be a 
X-homomorphism. Define K = ker h. Then A/K is an iterative Z-algebra. 
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THEOREM 5.3. If an iterative Z-algebra A admits a faithful regular extension 
(AR, q), then A, is again iterative. 
Proof. It can be shown [ 121 that if rp is one-to-one, then A, is isomorphic to 
R,(A)/=, ‘- where =A is a congruence relation defined as follows: 
Let h: R,(A)+ A be the extension of id: A -+A to a Z-homomorphism (the 
evaluation map for derived operations in A) and let t, t’ E R,(A). Define t =A t’ if 
and only if there exist n E o, q E R,(n) and r, r’ E EZ(A)” such that t = q[r], 
t’ = q[r’] and h(r) = h(r’). 
Notice that =A is exactly the extension of ker h described in Definition 3.2. 
The conclusion now follows from Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 3.4. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA. Let t be a regular Z-tree and t, a subtree of t. Then Q = (u E dom t: 
t r u = t,} is a regular set. 
ProoJ Let {t ,,..., t,,,} be the set of all distinct subtrees of t and, for every 
i,j = l,..., m, let zij E O* be such that t,(z,j) # tj(Zij). Define Cj = tl(zlj) and let 
Sj = t-‘(Cj). 
Claim. Q = n{Sj(z,,)-‘: j= l,..., n}, 
To prove the claim, let u E Q. Then, for every j, t(uzlj) = t,(zlj) = cj and uzij E Sj. 
Hence u E S/(z,,)-1 for every j. On the other hand, if u 6Z Q, then t 1 u = tj for some 
j # 1. Hence t(uzU) # c/ which implies that u & Sj(zij)-i. Therefore u 66 n{Sj(zy)-‘: 
j E [ml} and the proof of the claim is complete. 
Now, since t is regular, each Sj is regular and only a finite number of them are 
nonempty. Hence n{S,(zJ-‘: j= l,..., m} is a finite intersection of regular sets and 
therefore regular. 
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